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Useful Tips for Nesting Boxes 
Here are some useful tips and guidance to attract desirable birds to your yard and allow them to raise 

healthy broods in your new nesting box (birdhouse). 

If at all possible, try to get your nesting boxs up by late summer or early fall.  If you are unable to get 

your boxes up by fall, try to get them up as early as possible in the winter.  Don't wait until you see the 

birds in your yard before you mount or hang your nesting boxes.  No matter what, just get them 

mounted.  See separate handout on mounting guidance for common cavity-nesting species in Kansas. 

How much shade you have on the nesting box is important to many birds.  Look for areas that have 

some afternoon shade when choosing a mounting location.  Dense shade is not recommended.  Most 

birds prefer a sunny open space with some afternoon shade.  Don’t mount the box too close to a feeder. 

Try to monitor the nesting box on a weekly basis after mounting it.  Bluebirds and Tree Swallows 

need an entrance hole that is 1.5 inches.  This size of opening allows non-native House Sparrows and 

European Starlings access and they will kill desirable species.  You should monitor the nest box and 

promptly remove nests built by unwanted birds.  

The best time for a once-a-year cleaning is late fall (preferred) or early winter.  If you aren't sure 

whether the house is occupied or not, tap gently on the sides or roof to listen for responsive scufflings or 

cheeps, or peek inside the house carefully through the hole or open the hatch to check for nestlings.  If 

the birds are still present, wait at least another week before checking again to give them plenty of time 

to vacate the box.  Wrens and Bluebirds raise more than one brood a year and it's a good idea to clean 

the nesting box out between broods.  Some birds that raise second broods will not reuse a nest.  Others, 

like the Eastern Bluebird, will use the same nesting box for up to three broods each season.   

Be sure to do a thorough cleaning and completely remove nesting materials.  If parasites were 

present, dispose the nesting materials inside a sealed plastic bag in the trash.  Ensure the all ventilation 

and drainage holes/gaps are unobstructed.  Inspect the box for splinters or other hazards that could injure 

the birds.  Parasites, blowflies, other insects, and mold or bacteria can cause harm to future broods.  

Consider wearing gloves and a mask if you suspect there may be parasites or mold that could harm you in the old 

nest.  A mild solution of 9 parts water and 1 part bleach can be sprayed or brushed inside and then rinsed 

out.  Dry the box in full sun if possible to allow chlorine to break down and ensure there are no moist 

crevices for mold or mildew to grow before closing the box and re-mounting.   

You can encourage desirable birds to stay in your yard by providing a water 

source and continuing to fill your birdseed and peanut butter or suet feeders 

through the summer.  Most birds prefer a shallow bath of 1.5 to 2 inches.  If your 

bird bath is deeper than this, add flat rocks in the bottom to bring it to the proper 

depth.  If possible, plant a variety of perennial flowers and other landscaping that 

will attract desirable insects or that provides nuts, fruits, or seed sources 

throughout the year.  Please be mindful of harmful effects common chemical 

pesticides can have on birds and beneficial insects. 


